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1. INTRODUCTION
Britos [1] has defined five information mining processes: discovery of rules of behavior,
groups discovery, discovery of significant attributes, discovery of group membership rules
and weighting of rules of behavior or group membership. The information mining
processes use different data mining algorithms in order to obtain patterns of knowledge
from the existing examples (instances) with in the problem domain [2]. One of the implicit
assumptions these algorithms work with is that once the algorithms for the information
mining process are set, the complexity of the domain on which information is working, has
no bearing on the quality of the patterns obtained. However, there are preliminary research
results [8] which show that the complexity of the domains in terms of pieces of knowledge
that describe them and that information mining processes are seeking to discover, emerges
as a not worthless component when analysis of the quality of results to be obtained is being
performed. In this context, an experiment for the case of the information mining process of
discovery of group membership rules demonstrates that the quality of the patterns which
are obtained differs depending on the complexity of the domains to which it is applied and
of the algorithms used in the process.
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF DOMAIN COMPLEXITY
Based on the classification attributes given and the domains classification protocol
proposed in [3], domains can be classified according to their complexity in the following
types: [a] Simple Complexity domains, those domains where increasing the number of
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samples by rule improves rules coverage (independently of the other dimensions used); [b]
Medium Complexity Domains: those domains that are explained with examples with few
attributes and a few classes, or few attributes and many classes or few classes and few rules
per class; [c] Oscillating domains: those domains are explained with examples where the
number of attributes per example, or the number of examples supported by a rule, or
common values of attributes in a set of examples covered by the same rule can vary; [d]
Complex domains: those domains that are explained with examples with few attributes and
many possible values per attribute, or with many attributes and a few possible values per
attribute, or with many attributes and many possible values per attribute; [e] Hyper complex
domains: those domains that are explained with examples where the number of possible
values that can take the attributes, the number of attributes that cover examples, the amount
of rules covering examples, or the number of classes can vary.
3. RESULTS
As a result of the analysis of experimental results the following experimental propositions
emerged: [i] For medium complexity domains, we verified experimentally that the
combination which offers better coverage of rules is the pair <SOM, AQ15>, with a value
close to 86 percent on average; [i] For hyper complex type domains, we verified
experimentally that the combination which offers better coverage of rules is also <SOM,
AQ15>, but with a lower yield, nearly 65 percent on average; [iii] For domains of type
complex, we verified experimentally that the combination which offers better coverage of
rules is <SOM, AQ15>, with 49 percent as average value; [iv] For oscillating type domains,
it was verified experimentally that the combination which offers better coverage of rules is
<SOM, M5>, with 60 percent on average; [v] It is observed and it is experimentally
determined that the underlying domain characteristics influence the obtained experimental
result. Regarding the performance in terms of coverage of rules of clustering and induction
algorithms combined, results have been obtained which distort the assumption that the
performance of the algorithms used for clustering and induction is independent of the
complexity of the domain.
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